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smaller, Jess rigorous societies for
classification.
The top eleven societies have
since 1968 come together in the International Association of Classification
Societies (lACS). They classify over
90% of world merchant tonnage but
only about half the ships. Th1s implies
that there are a lot of smaller vessels
which have undergone more relaxed
inspections than if they had been surveyed by the one of the larger societies.
lACS was not paticularly active until
this decade. In 1992, it established a
permanent secretariat in London and
member societies have stepped up
their pace of inspections.
lACS in conJunction with the IMO
has produced requirements for what
IS called an enhanced hull survey
(EHS). This requ1res that f1ve year surveys must be done 1n dry dock and
that a procedure known as a continuous hull survey, whereby a fifth of a
vessel was surveyed each year, is being phased out. The extent of examination of tanks and holds will be increased according to the age of the
ship and greater emphasis will be
placed on coatings and corrosion
prevention. lACS introduced the EHS
1n July 1993 and it is intended that it
should become mandatory, under
SOLAS, for tankers and bulkers carryIng corrosive cargoes by 1995.
The Hellenic Register of Shipping
is not an lACS member although it
says it intends to become one . It
tends to class smaller vessels such
as ferries, fish boats and pleasure
craft, although it has done work on
larger vessels, particularly as an overseer in Greek yards on behalf of other
societies. It has classed 1,120
ocean-going vessels of 4.5 mn grt
and 3,450 yachts and claims to be
the tenth largest register in the world
in terms of tonnage classed. It says
the only reason it has not attracted
more ocean going vessels is because
it has a relatively limited international
network of agents.
It has been recognised by 25
states. many of them open registry
countries, to inspect vessels flying
their flag. It claims to comply with the
major requirements of lACS and says
it is prepared to apply EHS It has de-

veloped its own ship management
certification system and is gearing up
to provide ISO 9000 certification (see
below).
The register is owned by private
interests. A controlling minority holdIng which used to form part of the
portfolio of Attica Enterprises was
sold to Nicolas A. and George Vemicos. The latter cont1nues as managing director.
Reactions to the Hellemc Register
are mixed. It acts as a technical consultant to the Ministry of Merchant
Marine and the Greek delegation to

the IMO and it does work for the Hellenic Navy. But some in the private
sector do not rate it highly.
"It is not worth the paper on which
it is written," says George P. Uvanos
of Ceres Hellenic Shipping Enterprises. "I wouldn't go outside, Lloyd's
Register, Det Norske Veritas or the
American Bureau of Shipping if I
wanted to stay in business."
Nicolas A. Vernicos says th1s is just
sour grapes because of the difficulties Livanos experienced in getting
the terms of classification he sought
for his Flying Dolphin fleet.

Medite rranean Enterprises s.a.
(Group)

Mediterranean Maritime .ra.
Managers, Operators

Mediterranean Charterinq & Tradinq Inc.
Charterers, Traders, Brokers

Neui Maritime Corporation
Consultants, Surveyors
Hull, Machinery & P+l Claims
99, Akti Miaouli, Piraeus 185 38
Tel: 4290236-4290266
Tlx: 212176 MMSA GR - 212810 NEVI GR
211660 MCT GR - 213225 MCT GR
Telefax: 4290054
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Port State Control
n 1982, 15 European Nat1ons
Irandum
signed the so-called Paris Memoof Understanding (MOU) on

•. ...

_

obliged to adv1se the flag state of
their actions with a view to the flag
state ensuring that major deficiencies
are ultimately put right.
The MOU signatones have undertaken not to discriminate on the basis
of flag and not to inspect the same
vessel aga1n within six months unless
there are serious grounds to do so.
They do, however, pay special attention to passenger ships, ro-ro vessels, oil, gas and chem1cal tankers,
and ships that have revealed recent
deficiencies. Particular attention IS
paid to checking mann1ng requirements in terms both of the number of
the crew and their qualifications.
Since 1991, ten Latin American
countries have entered into a Similar
arrangement and efforts are afoot to
establish similar groupings 1n the
Asia/Pacific region and the Caribbean. The intention is to prevent an unsound vessel slipping undetected out
of a strict jurisdiction 1nto trades in an
area where controls are less rigorous
During its first decade of operation.
MOU port authorities carried out
125,000 Inspections on 95,000 ships
with over 4,000 vessels being detained as be1ng unseaworthy.

port state control in which they
agreed to inspect 25 per cent of all
ships under flags of convenience arriving at their ports to ensure that they
met the requirements of 12 main IMO
instruments on safety and pollution at
sea plus two International Labour Organisation conventions on crew standards and living conditions. Since,
co-operation agreements have been
signed with the US, Canada, the former USSR, Croatia and Japan. Canada is to become the sixteenth full
member this month.
The MOU has a secretariat established at Rijswijk in the Netherlands
through which the port state authorities exchange information. The signatory countries have committed
themselves to detain1ng vessels until
any serious hazard is put right. If the
deficiency cannot be put right m the
port of inspection, the authorities may
allow the ship to proceed to its next
port of call. But the port state inspectors will pass on the information regarding the problem to the authorities
there. Port state authorities are

The MOU Secretanat calculates
that this cost contracting states some
$25 mn "in footing the bill for negligence on the part of flag states".
From the owners, perspective, the
MOU secretariat estimates that the
cost of replacing defective equipment
and of earnings lost dunng detention
has totalled some $150 mn.
There are w1de variations in the application of standards. In 1991, e.g.,
Belgium detained 10.6 per cent of the
ships 11 inspected compared to
Greece which detained 1.4 per cent
while the Netherlands deta1ned 2.85
per cent of all ships which called at its
ports compared to Greece which detamed JUSt 0.47 per cent, ranking
Greece tenth and ninth respectively.
The Hellenic Chamber of Shipping
says 11 is concerned that MOU inspections should be carried out in a
uniform manner and without prejudice to the ship's flag. "Furthermore," says president Constantine
Comninos, "we believe that this
should not be a strictly government
affair but that the owners themselves
must have a share 1n the formulation
of its rules."

Quality Assurance
hile governments are responW
sible for enforcing regulations, 1t
is shipowners who must implement
them. As one IMO publication puts it:
"If a ship's condition deteriorates it is
because the shipowner has allowed it
to happen. If it is operated by an incompetent crew it is because the owner or manager has employed them. •
In recent years, there has been a
growing movement towards something called variously quality assurance (QA) or quality management
systems (OMS).
This involves vetting a company's
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product or service to ensure it complies with the International Standards
Organisation ISO 9000 series of standards.
The OA process requires a
company's management to produce a
written statement on service policy and
to identily individuals within the corporation responsible for developing and
implementing it. The statement is supposed to define and to document the
responsibilities of both managers and
employees and to establish an internal
system for monitoring implementation.
The company must: draw up specific

written procedures for all activities: establish a system of checking compliance: conduct regular in-house
checks and submit to formal external
audits to confirm compliance, establish a system for rectifying deviations;
and, provide a review procedure to
see if changes are necessary and to
document any changes made
Several classification societies have
developed their own in-house standards and have created Independent
subsidiaries to provide assessment
and certification Lloyd's Register
Quality Assurance, Det Norske Veritas

International Safety Management Code
nee the ISM Code is added to
SOLAS it will become mandatory for the 120 ratifying nations which
represent 96 per cent of world tonnage. Government's are to be urged
to incorporate its provisions in nation-

0

'

Shipowners believe
_that making the ISM
t:ode mandatory will
impede rather than.
promote safety and pollution prevention

Salvage tug
"Leopard" 10,000 HP
operated
under Blasco/Tsavliris
joint venture
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al legislation no later than June 1,
1998 with priority being given to pas
senger ships, tankers. gas carriers,
bulk carriers and mobile offshore
units.
The Code mirrors the philosophy of

the quality assurance movement but
emphasises compliance with safety
and anti-pollution procedures.
The Code requires the shipowner.
manager or bareboat charterer to establish a Safety Management System
(SMS) designed to ensure compliance w1th all mandatory regulations
and codes, guidelines and standards
recommended by the IMO. The SMS
should:
-include a policy statement plus instructions and procedures to ensure
safety and enwonmental protection,
- define authority and channels of
communication between shore and
shipboard personnel,
- set procedures for reporting accidents and responding to emergencies,
- establish a system of internal
audits and management review.
These procedures should be compiled in a Safety Management Manual, a copy of which should be kept on
board each vessel. The company
should carry out regular checks and
audits to ensure compliance with the
SMS.
Companies which comply should
be issued by their flag state authorities with a Safety Management Certificate. The flag state should conduct
periodic checks to ensure that the
SMS is functioning properly. The
SMC should reduce the amount of
time that a vessel might be tied up
undergoing inspections by port state
authorities.
The Hellenic Chamber of Shipping
feels that the code has been drafted
with large corporations in mind and
does not make allowance for smaller
operators. President Constantine
Comninos has urged that companies
managing ships of less than 10,000
grt should be excluded from its requirements. There has been no indication whether the Min1stry of Merchant Marine will seek such a derogation.

US Oil Pollution Act 1990
August 1990, the US Congress,
Ideznmotivated
by the recent Exxon Valdisaster, introduced the US Oil
Pollution Act (OPA 90) setting tough
new standards for vessels entering
US waters. The legislation provided
that:
- all tankers sailing in US waters

George Katsifaras:
Minister of Merchant Marine
"OPA 90 is very difficult for all
shippmg operators. We have
made our oomplamts and v1ews
knawn to the US adrrnfllstra/lon
and are trymg to hnd a way out
that IS mutually acceptable •

George Livanos:
Head of Ceres,
Hellenic Shipping Enterprises
"Double hull is OK for a
ground•ng, but what II you have
a coii1SIOfl and seepage into the
gap?"

should be double hulled,
- vessels should have comprehensive accident response plans,
- shipowners, operators and bareboat charterers should be subject to

N ewly built Greek double hull, very large
crude carrier (VLCCJ
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virtually unlimited liability in the event
of an accident involving negligence.
- owners and operators would have
to establish evidence of financial responsibility to meet such liabilities.
"OPA 90 is very difficult for all
shipping operators: says Merchant
Marine Minister George Katsifaras.
"We have made our complamts and
views known to the US administration
and are trying to find a way out that is
mutually acceptable. In the meantime we are trying to find ways of
coping with the law that are feasible
and practicable."

The legislation required that all new
vessels ordered after June 30, 1990
and delivered by January 1, 1994
should be built with double hulls conforming to particular specifications.
Existing vessels must either be retrofitted with double hulls or be phased
out over the period 1995 - 2015 according to a schedule relating to size,
age, and place of off-loading.
Many shipowners have strong reservations about the double hull configuration. They argue that it increases the amount of steel and therefore
the potential for corrosion; that in the
case of a grounding at speed where
the hulls are penetrated by rocks, the
double hull will waterlog and make
the vessel more difficult to refloat and
liable to sink. There is concern also
about a build up of gases between
the skins which could make the design more prone to explosions.
The IMO in its rules regarding older
vessels permits not only double hulls
but vessels with wing tanks or double
bottom spaces not used for the carriage of oil and covering at least 30
per cent of the length of the cargo
tank section, and-vessels capable of
hydrostatically balanced loading
where the tank is loaded so that if
there is a leak the sea pressure will
equalise the outward pressure.
For new vessels the IMO allows, as
well as double hulls, mid-deck designs, and any other approved de-

sign ensuring the same level of protection against oil pollution.
That is to say the IMO leaves the
door open to any design which can
be proven to do the job. It feels that
existing designs have not been properly tested and that there may be new
designs yet to be developed which
could work better. Officials believe
that the US in Insisting upon double
hulls and excluding other designs has
been overhasty.
The cost of retrofitting older tankers
will be prohibitive and will drive many
tanker operators out of the US trade.
"It is not realistic to retrofit double
hulls on all existing tankers," says
UGS vice president John C. Lyras.
"this is almost unachievable practically and it is certainly completely out of
proportion in terms of cost compared
to what the potential damage is at the
end of the day.·
George P. Livanos of Ceres Hellenic Shipping Enterprises who continues to operate to US ports his fleet of
six ultra large crude carriers (ULCCs)
ranging from 413.000- 517,000 dwt
and six very large crude carriers
(VLCCs) ranging from 255,000 283.000 dwt is dubious about double
hulling. "It's o.k. for a grounding but
what if you have a collision and seepage into the gap." He favours hydrostatic load1ng. "You sacrifice a little
pollution for containment. It's easy
and not expensive."
However, Fotis Lykiardopulo
whose London-based sh1pbroking
company represents the 291 ,000 dwt
double-hulled newbuild Arosa, delivered in 1993, argues that there is "no
study or evidence to show that there
is a viable alternative. There are no
drawings or test results, just talk by
people looking for delays so that they
can work out thetr old ships."

*
OPA 90 requires operators of tankers to file vessel response plans with
the US Coast Guard which
-describe crew training and dnlls to
deal with an emergency,

Nicholas Peraticos:
of Pegasus Ocean Services
"The vessel response plans
cost around $12.000 per shtp
and the retamer for the specialISIS ashore runs to around
$64,000 per port per year. •

-identify an individual with full authority to deal w1th an incident and
-prov1de, either through contracts
or other approved means, "pnvate response plans" to deal with a "worst
case" discharge. This effectively
means designated clean-up contractors in each geographical area to
which a vessel sails.
According to Nicholas Peraticos of
the London based Pegasus Ocean
Services, which operates three tankers to the US, the vessel response
plans cost around $12,000 per ship

and the retainer for the specialists
ashore runs to around $64,000 per
port per year.

*
The liability provisions cover damages relating to natural resources,
property, lost revenues, lost profits or
impairment of earning capacity, the
cost of public service response to oil
spills, fires or other health hazards
and loss of use of natural resources.
There are limits on the liability but
these will not apply if the operator is
proved to be 1n breach of US federal
safety, construction or operating regulations, or if gross negligence or wilful misconduct is proven. OPA provides that state law supersedes federal law and many coastal states
have enacted leg1slation providing for
unlimited liability for oil spills.
Moreover liability IS not pre-empted
by international conventions. This
means that the provisions of the law

override the IMO's Civil Liability Convention and the Fund Convention
which provide for an upper limit on an
owner's liability with the cargo owners
responsible for amounts above that
level.
"It is very easy to be considered
negligent," says John C. Lyras. "If
you don't have the latest chart on
board for the port that you are visiting
and you are involved in an accident
you can be considered negligent. If
you are in breach of any regulation or
rule, however minor, you can be considered negligent."
The US Coast Guard says that in
practice this will not be the case and
that negligence will only be invoked if
the breach of regulations is material
to the accident. But shipowners,
knowing the proclivity of American
lawyers to litigate, believe that they
could be tied up in court for years
battling enormous claims in the event
of almost any accident.

YOUR MOST RELIABLE TRAVEL,
TOURISM AND CARGO AGENCIES AND
SUCCESSFUL CONGRESS ORGANIZERS
If you want to travel to or from Greece, there are, no doubt, many travel agencies at your service ...
If you are a businessman, then your range of choices "shrink" .. _
And if you ' re looking for specialized services and have specific requests, your choice comes down
to only one : TRIAENA !
Why isn't TRIAENA just another travel agency? It is one of the largest travel and tourism
organizations and also one of the most successful SEMINAR, SYMPOSIUM
GREEK and INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ORGANIZERS.
TRIAENA was founded in 1959 and became leader in the field after years of successful experience.
It has a large number of highly specialized staff to deal with all cases as well as a complete computer
system, with one of the best programs (Micro Vax network).
TRIAENA is experienced and will therefore guarantee your quality service and efficiency, alo ng
with organization and professionalism. Stand by at your call. TRIAENA is always ready to meet
your most demanding requests in the best and - at the same time - most economical way.
TRIAENA CONGRESS

24, Charilaou Tricoupi Str.
Athens 106 79- Greece
Tel. : 01 3609511 - 15, 11x.: 218256, Fax.: 01 3607962
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The regulation concerning financial
responsibility was still under debate at
the time of writing. Currently ships
provide certificates of financial responsibility (COFR). The Coast Guard
wants these to cover the full liability
limits and proposes that claimants
should be able to bring suit directly
against insurers or other guarantors
and that insurers not be able to mvoke
any defence claims that they may have
against a client allegedly at fault. Insurers, including P&l clubs, have declared that they will not issue evidence
of insurance if they are going to be
subject to direct action or required to
waive policy defences.
At the moment, shipowners can secure up to $500 mn in insurance cover

through their P&l clubs plus an ancillary $200 mn on reasonable terms in
the commercial market. But they cannot get cover against unlimited liability.
The Greek Shipping Co-operation
Committee, the Union of Greek Shipowners, the Norwegian Shipowners'
Association and the Swedish
Shipowners' Association have produced a joint proposal calling for the
setting of a $2bn upper limit on liability
and for the establishment of a Mandatory Excess Insurance Facility (MEIF)
which would provide cover for the $1 .3
bn difference. The proposal is under
consideration by the US Office for the
Management of the Budget.
The Greek shipping community
argues that OPA 90 constituted politi-

cal overreaction to the Exxon Valdez
disaster. Shipowners' say their one
hope is that the law does limit liability if
the sh1powner can demonstrate that
he has taken due care with respect to
his own vessel and all precautions
against foreseeable acts or omissions
by third parties. But this has not yet
been tested 1n court and so shipowners do not yet know what will be considered "due care". "There is reason
even in an American civ11 court," says
Vordonis of Thenamaris. "If you can
prove you took all humanly possible
steps and can prove no gross negligence, then unlimited liability should
be limited by reason."

EUROS
ince the mid-1980s, the European Commission has been
working towards creation of a
Common Transport Policy. Shipping
is a particular concern since it is open
to competition from third countries
without the protection of any special
external customs tariffs or foreign
trade policy as in the case of agriculture, textiles and steel. The Commission says that it does not want to erect
barriers to external competition: merely
to make European shipping more
competitive.
The idea is to promote measures
which would slow the rapid decline in
the s1ze of the Community fleet and
make it competitive with third country
fleets. particularly those of the dynamic nations of South East Asia.
In 1985, the Commission produced
a major working document on maritime matters outlining who qualified as
a European Community shipowner,
establishing pnnciples regardmg freedom of access to trade to and from
Community ports and proposing to
create a Community register of
shipping known as EUROS.
During the period 1980 - 88 the EC
fleet fell by over 40 per cent in terms of
the number of vessels on national reg-

S
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isters and halved in terms of tonnage.
Much of this was due to flagging out to
open registries with more lax regulations regarding manning arrangements and tax. The flight was not only
to traditional flags of conven1ence but
to new parallel registers established by
Community member states.
These registers were in the UK affiliated territories of the Isle of Man, Hong
Kong, the Cayman Islands and Bermuda, in the French Antarctic territory of
Kerguelen and in Netherlands Antilles.
Denmark and Germany also established offshore registries and Belgium
created a parallel registry in Luxembourg.The Greek national register with
its tax on tonnage instead of profits
was already much closer to an open
registry but it did have stricter rules on
manning. Many Greek owners use the
Cypriot and Maltese registers as their
parallel.
The Commission, concerned that
the wide ranging variations in rules
and regulations afforded by these registers could lead to unfair trading competition, sought to provide a Europewide alternative register, EUROS,
which would function under common
Community rules.
EUROS would itself be a parallel

register. Vessels will remain on natiOnal registers and be subject to national
controls but vessels which qualify will
also fly the Community flag. Its terms
would requ1re vessels
- to be owned by Community nationals, companies owned by Community nationals, or non-resident companies controlled by Community nationals (e.g., the New York Greeks),
- to be over 500 grt,
- to be not more than 20 years old
or, if older, to comply with the refurbishment standards of SOLAS,
-to employ Community nationals as
officers and as at least half the official
crew complement (this is usually lower
than the actual number of persons employed and the balance can been filled
with third country seamen)
-in the case of non-Community seafarers, to have agreements with their
home country unions, to adopt ILOstandard pay and working conditions
and to provide social secunty benefits
equivalent to those in the country of
residence.
Vessels which qualify would be free
to transfer from the registry of one
Community country to another and will
benefit from recognition of common
equipment standards and mutual re-

cognrtron of seamen's qualifications
The European Parliament argued
that fiscal and financial incentives
were also necessary and recommended adoption of a varrable tonnage tax such as preva1ls in Greece,
exemptron of seafarers wages from
rncome tax, Community contrrbutrons
to national seamens' pensron funds
and Community aid for the modernisation and restructuring of fleets
and the trainrng and repatnation of
crew
The Commissron sard that there
were too many complicatrons n introducrng the tonnage tax but did, however suggest that the owner of a
EUROS flagged vessel should get a
rebate of the tax pard on seamens'
wages-calculated to be equivalent
to about 8 per cent of operatrng
costs. Other subsrdres rt was argued
would be inconsrstent wrth international competition commrtments.
So far transport ministers have

MERCHANT FLEETS OF THE E.C. MEMBER STATES
(In Millions GAT)
GREECE25 74

IRELAND 0 20

PORTUGAL 0 30

BELGIUM 024

SPAIN 2.42
DENMARK053

GERMANY536

UNITED
KINDGOM 4.08

LUXENBOURG 1 68

Source: World Fleet StatistiCS Dec. t992, Uoyds Reg1ster of Shipp1ng

fa11ed to act on the latest EUROS proposal. It rs supposed to be discussed under the Greek presidency
but little progress is expected srnce
the Un1on of Greek Shipowners, while
not actively opposed to the idea,
does not see any particular benefrt to
be garned from it. Its latest annual report says that the Union ·considers
that the departure point for the
achievement of the desired goals is a

Community register which would be
an option for Commun1ty shipowners
and not of a mandatory character.
Such a reg1ster should combine flexible mann,ng arrangements with recognrsed quality of crew and possibly
a framework for f1nancral support that
would lessen the cost burden of international shtpping act1v1ties. while taking account of the particular characteristics of national fiscal regimes."
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CERTIFIED SAFETY AND QUALITY
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A Common Policy on Safe Seas
n a further bid to promote a ComImission
munity shipping policy, the Comin February 1993 produced a

•.

communication "A Common Policy
on Safe Seas" (Com (93) 66 final)
outlining a series of areas for common actions to promote IMO safety
standards and proposing a number
of directives which would require
member states to draft implementing
legislation.
The proposed directives included:
• development of standards for the
recognition of classification societies
• intensification of port state inspections
• mandatory application of certain
IMO resolutions regarding hazardous
cargoes
• establishment of vessel traffic services which eventually would create a
system for shipping rather like air traffic control
• training programmes for ratings
and lifeboatmen and, at a later stage,
for captains and officers
The programmes for concerted action included
• support for IMO efforts to upgrade
or phase out ships built to earlier
standards that no longer apply
• support for IMO's programme to
bring flag stale implementation of its

regulations up to standard
• improvement of the International
Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers (STCW) (see below).
• promotion of the right of coastal
states to require mandatory reporting
by ships in transit in their exclusive
economic zones
• measures to improve the discharge
and disposal of oily residues and refuse.
The policy permeating the document was to ensure implementation
of the highest possible standards
among Community member states
and to step up port state control to
ensure compliance by visiting third
country vessels in hopes that this
would promote greater enforcement
by flag states with lax standards of inspection.
The Commission has already produced draft directives on the carriage
of dangerous and polluting goods
(Com(93) 647 Final), training of seafarers (Com(93) 217 Final) and common rules for classification societ1es
and technical safety standards for
ships (Com(93) 218 Final). But it is
uncertain how rapidly progress can
be made in getting them through the
Transport Council.

The European Community Shipowners' Associations (ECSA) in an
analysis of the proposals welcomed
the higher standards for classification
societ1es and the common criteria for
port state inspections and possible
detention but was concerned about
issuing directives to achieve this. It
argued that the Commission which is
a member of the on port state control
commi ttee with full voting rights
should press for improvements
through the existing system which
has wider coverage than just the
Community. It was also troubled by
the concept of translating IMO resolutions into EC law. "Resolutions by
their nature are recommendatory,
providing advice for the formulation of
national rules, offering simply updating possibilities and allowing their validity to be tested under real conditions." ECSA said it would like to see
such resolutions made mandatory
through amendments to international
conventions which would have wider
force. "In ECSA's view giving EC legislative effect to resolutions would
make member states less likely to
promote resolutions in IMO given the
possibility of EC law always being
present."

Crew Standards
rew training is carried out to a baC
sic international standard drafted
through the IMO in 1978 (International
Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers - STCW) . It is now considered out of date and the IMO has a
crash programme in hand to draft new
regulations. It is being worked on with
the assistance of outside consultants
but there is no definitive draft yet and
none is expected until 1995. The new
rules are expected to make extensive
use of simulators in training as in the
34
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aircraft industry.
There is particular concern about
ways of combatting fatigue. The size
of crews is constantly diminishing
while the degree of automation is increasing. Exhaustion is a significant
factor in accidents with P&l statistics
showing that up to a third of all accidents occur in the dawn watch (0400 0800) which is traditionally taken by
senior officers.
"Too much has been invested on
hardware and not enough on people,"
says Emmanuel Vordonis, director,

Thenamaris (Ships Management) Inc.
"Some 30 per cent of the devices on a
ship are for the purposes of environmental protection. If the industry was
to invest more on training and experience then the overall outcome might
be better."
The insurance industry would like to
the system extended to include checking standards of competence of
crews, particularly standards of safety
and watchkeeping. "There are a lot of
bogus certificates about,"says Tony
Nunn.

Insurance: claims and premiums soar
loyd's and The Institute of LonL
don Underwriters, provide insurance coverage for hull and machinery. P&l clubs, mutual undertak1ngs
by shipowners, provide third party liability for the ship's crew, the vessel,
the crews of other ships, and pollution up to certain limits. There are 17
such clubs, 13 of them based 1n the

UK.

•.

Both hull underwriters and P&l
clubs have stepped up the1r scrutiny
in recent years with a view to contaming losses In 1992, London underwriters introduced a system whereby
the Salvage Association should
undertake a structural condition survey of dub1ous vessels. According to
the IMO, 84 per cent of the vessels
surveyed during the first year of operation of the scheme. failed the1r first
survey.
The 1nsurers have tried introducing
differential rates for vessels related to
their age with hefty surcharges for
tankers over 25 years old and only
modest increases for younger vessels. However, the industry has
argued that this is counterproductive
as the real cowboys will sail without
cover, leaving no protection in the
event of an accident
Hull insurance rates have gone up
by between 20 - 50 per cent a year
over the past f1ve years And P&l
cover has ··gone up dramatically" according to Stamos P. Fafalios, of Fatalios Ltd.
"It used to be that P&l premium
calls were worked out actuarialy on
the basis of your past record But
with the problems they've had with incidents such as Piper Alpha and the
Exxon Valdez, this has changed and
they've put up their premium calls
generally, quite substantially."
Shipowners who maintain the1r
ships to higher standards feel that are
being penalised by the poor quality
operators who not only can bid lower
because they do not have the same
outlays on maintenance but also are
driving up insurance rates through
their mcreased number of accidents.
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The Institute was concerned about
the concentration of losses in small
open registries such as Honduras
with losses nearly 16 times the world
average and St. V1ncent and Grenadines with losses four limes.
Greek flag enforcement is "competent" according to Tony Nunn. "There
is no reason to believe that it is not as
good as anybody else."
Greek losses have been in decline
in recent years. In 1993, they
equalled just 0.066 per cent of the
flag fleet and were less than half the
world average; whereas in 1992 they
totalled 0.36 per cent of the fleet and
were 20 per cent above the world average.

Figures produced by The Institute
of London Underwriters indicate that
121 vessels totalling 652,351 grt were
lost 1n 1993 compared to 134 ships of
1,097,496 grt in 1992. These figures
will inevitably nse as losses are confirmed over time. Only four of the vessels lost were less than 10 years old
wh1ch says the Institute demonstrates
the "vulnerability" of older vessels.
"This IS not because old ships are
necessarily in poor condition and
therefore more likely to suffer serious
damage: but as they age they are often sold to operators whose standards may be substantially lower, "says Tony Nunn governmental
and International affairs adviser to the

Distribution of total losses in 1993 (figures shown in gross tons)
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Institute.
Statistics for total losses of tankers
during the period 1988 - 93 showed a
total of 13 vessels lost of 190,520 grt:
of those 10 totalling 132,910 grt were
in the 20 - 24 year age range. For
bulkers and combination carriers, 5 of
the six total losses were in the 15 - 19
year age range and for other sh1ps 83
per cent of losses were over 15 years
of age and 58 per cent over 20.

Overall during the period 1988 • 92,
Greece lost 0.46 per cent of its flag
fleet, 70 per cent above the world average of 0.27 per cent This put it
well down the list from large open
registry fleets such as Malta which
was 293 per cent above the world average and Cyprus which was 200 per
cent That said, many Greek-owned
vessels fly these flags.

SHIP TYPE & AGE ANALYSIS· GREEK PARENT COMPANIES
(Ships greater than 1.000 Gross Analysis on 01 .03.94)
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TANKERS
he first Greek shipowners to invest heavily in tankers were
New York Greeks such as
Onassis and Niarchos. They built a
series of sh1ps 1n Japan financed with
high debt equity ratios. The loans
were secured with long term timecharters to the 011 majors. Since the
oil price cris1s, most of the tanker fleet
has been operated on spot contracts.
This has allowed owners to take advantage of shifts 1n pnces to sell and
buy vessels on short notice.

T

dwt 61.1 per cent is aged between
15 - 19 years and a further 22.3 per
cent is aged between 20 - 24 years.
That is to say the larger vessels are
the oldest.
They were built dunng the palmy
days wh1ch preceded and immediately followed 1973. Then the vessels
traded at a premium and there were
stories of newbuildings paying for
themselves 1n the course of couple of
voyages.
In )he economic slump which fol-

The Greek oil tanker fleet is aging
rapidly The average age of vessels IS
18.6 years compared to 17 years for
the world tanker fleet. Measured by
number of vessels, 44.2 per cent is
15- 19 years old and 24.3 per cent is
aged 20 - 24; measured according to

lowed the second oil price hike in
1979, many older vessels were laid
up and subsequently sent for breaking, though not so many as would
support a return to the heady fre1ght
rates of the boom years.
Latterly, the fleet has been in better

•.

Demand for crude oil
is low and there is a
relative glut of tonnage
in the market

balance and it has taken only a few
more ships or a few less cargoes to
force rates down. With the world economic recess1on continuing, demand
for crude is low with the consequence
that there is a relative glut of tonnage
on the market.
Charter prices have slumped. According to the shipbrokers Clarkson.
the average earn1ngs per day for a
modern VLCC in 1993 were $19,305
and for an older vessel $16,304. In
the first few weeks of 1994 these
rates had fallen to $11 ,750 and
$7,984 respectively The average
running cost of such a ship is of the
order of $10,000/day which means
that the older vessels have been operating at a loss. But instead of
scrapping and buying up, many owners of older vessels are hanging on
as long as possible in hopes of a
steep upturn in rates during 1995/96.
CPA 90, the IMO programme of
enhanced surveys and the move to
tighten port state controls in Europe
could change all this. There was a
clutch of newbU1Id1ngs delivered m
1974 which are coming up to their
fourth special survey. Industry analysts suggest that following such a
survey, the average cost of the work
necessary on a VLCC is of the order
of$5 mn.
One school of thought believes
that owners won't be prepared to put
out that kind of money for such an old
vessel and that there will be spate of
scrapping wh1ch could turn a tanker
surplus of some 48 mn dwt in 1992
1nto a deficit of around 7 mn dwl by
1997. If, however, owners of older
tankers believe there will be sufficient
scrappmg to drive up rates, they
might just gamble on making the investment necessary to see the vessel
through the next five years on the theory that the profit to be earned from
trading a fully amortised vessel would
more than outstnp the cost of the upgrade.
''There s a lot of scrapping that
needs to take place that isn't happening," said one analyst. "People are
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Fotis Lykiardopulo:
of lytdardopulo
& Co ltd Shipbrokers
"Mally o/ the l811ketS now 111 operalfOfl
are Simply lloat.ng hme bombs
IS
no/ whether BCCidenfs WIU happen but
when The key problem IS the owners
who gamble Wl/h their ships and the
ltves of the people on board who
when l•mes get tough cut down on
matntllllS/lal and salmy 111 ouJer to

n

break~, ·

hanging on for the upturn. But the
longer they hang on, the longer it will
take for the upturn to come."
A number of owners, including
Onassis, Lykiardopulo and GeorgeS.
Livanos, anticipating that the market
would have turned by now, placed
new building orders for double hulled
vessels in 1991 for delivery in late
1992 and 1993. Prices then were in
the range of $60 - 70 mn but have

since moved upwards to a range of
$90 - 100 mn. To finance a vessel
purchased at $60 mn requires charter
rates of around $25,000 a day- at
$100 mn around $45,000 a day- over
13 years simply to realise the investment value.
Given current rates the vessels operate at a significant loss and one
shipping analyst suggests that owners may have absorbed losses of up
to $25 mn apiece since taking delivery. That said, for many tanker owners the VLCC bracket will account for
only around 10 per cent of their fleet
and this high risk business can be
cross subsidised from more profitable smaller vessels.
If the rates turn soon, then these
owners will be well placed to capitalise but if it drags on for another 18
months to two years they will take a

real pasting. "It requires," said the
analyst, "very deep pockets to be a
large tanker owner at the moment."
Fotis Lykiardopulo whose
principals took delivery of a 291,000
dwt double-hulled newbuild last year
believed that after Exxon Valdez there
would be a rush by oil companies to
employ younger vessels. They had
indicated that they would pay a premium for top class ships. But he says
in practice they "continue to charter
any old rubbish". He says that many
of the tankers now in operation are
simply "floating time bombs. It is not
whether accidents will happen but
when. The key problem is the owners
who gamble with their ships and the
lives of the people on board; who
when times get tough cut down on
maintenance and safety in order to
break even."

PRODUCT CARRIERS

•.

-

s concern in the developed
world increases over the environment and as the demand
grows in oil producing countries to attain a higher proportion of the downstream benefits, refineries are increasingly moving out of the US, Europe
and Japan into the Middle and Far
East and South America. This means
an increased demand for ships that
can carry refined products such as
petrol, diesel, fuel oil and naphtha.
The seaborne trade in refined petro-

A

The average age of the world product tanker fleet is 14.5 years and only
10 per cent of the vessels operating
world wide are double hulled. The size
of the fleet has been declining since
1975, although in 1992 there was a
slight increase in the number of newbuildings coming into operation as opposed to those sent for scrap.
The anticipated turnround in the
market which that represented was not
realised and freight rates have continued to be depressed with the result

leum products increased by 80 per
cent between 1975 - 92 while that in
crude oil declined by 20 per cent over
the same period.

that the order book for product tankers
at the end of 1992 was 30 per cent
smaller than a year earlier.
Oil companies which have tradition-

A newly built Greek
product carrier
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ally handled a large part of this trade
on their own account have been running down the1r product tanker fleets.
This has increased the scope for independent operators.
One of the most high profile in
Greece is Eletson Holdings Inc. which
has embarked upon an ambitious fleet
renewal programme designed to improve its market share.
Its fleet currently consists of seven
30,000 dwt single hulled vessels built
during 1970 - 73 plus a dozen double
hulled vessels delivered since 1989 eight at 46,000 dwt and four at
66,000 - 68,000 dwt.
The company has on order five additional double skinned vessels - three
46,000 dwt Handymaxes under construction in Japan and two 68,000 dwt
Panamaxes being built by the Zaliv
yards in the Ukraine.
The company intends to dispose of
the older vessels within the next two
years which will leave it by 1995 with a
17-ship fleet of 910,000 dwt with an
average age of 2.5 years. (Three will
be owned by affiliates and operated
under bareboat charter.)
The product tanker market is highly

